
Chaitanya Ramalingegowda, Co-founder and

Director, Wakefit.co,an online retailer of mattresses

and sleep solutions in 2015. Wakefit was a direct-to-

consumer D2C brand before D2C became the

buzzword. With a constant focus on innovating and

improving customer experience, it has grown over

the years.After completing his MBA from the Indian

School of Business in 2006, Chaitanya proceeded

to work for industrial giants Deloitte and

Cognizant, before starting his first venture, A Billion

Reasons in 2011.

Chaitanya then proceeded to work at Sequoia-

funded Helpchat (now Tapzo, which got acquired

by Amazon),before founding Wakefit.
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Wakefit was a direct-to-consumer D2C

brand before D2C became the buzzword.

With a constant focus on innovating and

improving customer experience, it has

grown over the years.In 2020, Wakefit,

reported Rs 200 crore in revenue and was

profitable amidst the pandemic slowdown.

Over the years, Wakefit has also expanded

beyond mattresses, to become a furniture

brand and retailer. It is consolidating the

fragmented pieces of the sleep economy

like mattresses, beds, furniture, bed linen,

ambient products, sleep tech, and more,

under one umbrella. According to Chaitanya

Furniture is about 15% of Wakefit’s revenue

today, but expected to be much more

because India’s furniture market is 15 times

larger than mattresses.

http://wakefit.co/
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What challenges did you face over the last

year during the pandemic and how did you

navigate through them?

The big challenge was to retain the customer trust

we had earned painstakingly over the past 5 years.

As a startup, you can very quickly be forgotten from

the customer's mind. We worked hard at calling

customers and sharing their anxiety and even doing

a viral series called "Open letters" to let them know

that we as a brand, were there for them

Marketing / investing were something I had done

throughout my entrepreneurial stint since 2011. After

my first two startups shut down, and I had pretty

much run through my entire savings, I had taken up

a job in a funded startup, where I ended up meeting

my current cofounder, Ankit.So when he had this

idea of selling mattresses online, it felt like a good

way to do it all over again. He knew products well,

and I had some understanding of digital

marketing.Challenges while bootstrapping - you

conserve your resources always, you need to

convince talent to join you despite not being able to

offer top tier salaryWe didn't sit and ideate in a

room. We launched, listened, iterated, relaunched.

Repeated the whole thing again

What caused you to pivot from

marketing/investing to sleep solutions?

Challenging while scaling a bootstrapped

business?How did you ideate on your products

(since sleep is an unique product).

Find a co-founder that has complementary skill

sets and is as hungry as you

Use the concept of MVP (minimum viable

product) to reduce wastage as you build the

company

Bootstrap for as long as possible

Use what customers say as the bible. Listen to

them deeply

A few thoughts:

1.

2.

3.

4.

What’s your advice for someone who wants to

begin something of his own but has no

experience in it and doesn’t have any idea of

what to do either.

Back in 2015 end, there was nobody selling

mattresses online. We just went with our initial

hypothesis that this sector is ripe for disruption since

incumbents were not doing much innovation.

Further, customers were paying through their nose

(nearly 50% more) simply because of distribution

model. So we didn't worry about offline players - we

just started off online and then our customers

invariably led us to where we are today.Mattress ->

sleep accessories -> bedroom furniture -> complete

home solutions (full furniture range)

How did you analyse the market potential of

the product doing well as there were many

players in the offline space?
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Always always listen to your customers

Get them the product that they want at the price

they want

Marketing does not need crores of rupees. Apply

your mind to come up with great ideas

1.

2.

3.

What are the top 3 lessons you would want to

share with early stage professionals?
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Furniture as a category hasn't done as well

online ..with some players failing to raise

enough capital.

What do you plan to do differently in the

furniture segment

Furniture as a category is not standardised and

the initial wave of customers wanted to try e-

com with standardised products from big

companies

Jio penetration had not happened till about 2016

Many of the players created an asset light "Uber"

like model, while we backward integrated to

include R&D and manufacturing

I beg to disagree here. Furniture players have not

failed due to lack of capital. On the contrary leading

online players have raised hundreds of millions of

dollars.There were a few things that were not ripe

then:

1.

2.

3.

These factors coming together will hopefully reveal

the path forward 

What's your launch plan like for new

products?

Identify categories with enough room for disruption

in quality and pricing

Do a lot of R&D

Test the prototypes on early customers groups

Launch

Learn

Iterate

What was the unique insight that you had

while starting wakefit? Who were your first

set of customers? What was your MVP?

Our very first customer was an NRI who knew that

mattresses could be bought online. He had lived in

the US and was betting on a completely unknown

company called Wakefit for his new mattress.So the

1 order in 3 days slowly became 1 order in 2 days and

then 1 order per day. Like any industry, these were

the early adopters who take a risk, want to try a cool

new thing, and want to be seen as customers who

try new things.In our sector there is no MVP in terms

of having a scaled down product like in software.

Our MVP was to have a smaller product set, and do it

very well. So initially we just had 2 types of

mattresses and nothing else. And we did that very

well

How did the sleep internship turned out for

your guys and how many people applied for it

vs how many made it through.

Season 1 of sleep internship got us 1.65 lakh

applicants and after 3 rounds, we flew in 100 people

to Bangalore for celebrity interviews (e.g., Cyrus

Broacha, Mallika Dua etc.). 23 were selected. We

clearly demonstrated to the world with data and

their videos how their life got better with better

sleep.Season 2 in 2021 got us nearly 5L applications

and now the round 2 of selections are going on.We

are humbled by the huge response

As you run in a bootstrapped way? How did

you go about building parts of brand when

you started, did you hire inhouse team,

worked with agency or different freelancer

and why?

For the first 3 years we were bootstrapped. We only

had a small startup PR agency. No creative agency

or anybody else external. We had a one person in-

house PR team member.It does not matter whether

it is a freelancer or an agency. What matters is what

you can afford, and how hungry that person is.

Everything else is secondary
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Thank you for doing this! I have seen many

founders who had done a consulting job with

the likes of Deloitte, McKinsey etc How has

that experience helped you in your future

endeavours, if in any manner?

I have really good memories of my consulting time.

Management consulting is an industry that is based

on the apprenticeship model. Meaning, even as a

young MBA, you get to talk to CXOs and advise then.

People respect your intellect and analysis and don't

care about your age.That means you get

tremendous exposure. I worked across 7-8

industries, in 3 continents and learnt a lot about how

organisations are built.

Now that Wakefit is expanding its portfolio,

how do you see competitors like urban ladder

or pepperfry? How does Wakefit differentiate

itself in this evolving market?

There is a saying. The more you follow your

competitors, the more you become like them and

lose the opportunity to differentiate yourself.We

truly believe in it. So we obviously keep an eye on

how the market is faring, but our intense focus is on

what our customers want.What makes them

anxious?

What products do they want?

What are they willing to pay?

How can we get better at CSAT?These are problems

worth solving which you miss out when you look

outwards at competitionSo right from R&D to

manufacturing to logistics, we are finding our own

answers that are very different from what the

competition is doing 

Logistics for your product line might have

been a challenge in initial stages. How did

you plan to tackle it. Also any plans of selling

to entreprise customers ?

Logistics is always an issue because the supply chain

network is not as well developed in India. It is slowly

getting better every year.We need to deliver a really

great product within 3-4 days anywhere in India.

Now with furniture, we also have to install furniture

in this period. So we have done multiple things.We

now have many warehouses across the country. We

are training carpenters in both technical and soft

skills and upskilling them to enable a better

livelihood

What do you think makes a great marketer

and what are the channels you guys are

currently marketing on?

The key thing to remember is to de-risk from any

one marketing platform.So we do all the usually

ignored tasks of SEO, digital marketing, social

marketing and a bunch of PR to get earned media

attention.All of this comes together in a single

package to help build the brand WakefitA great

marketer is one who has a lot of empathy towards

her customer base. 

Hi Chaitanya! For someone who is currently

pursuing MBA, what's your suggestion about

entering into entrepreneurship journey? Is it

suggested to enter immediately or after

gaining some work experience?

When you have an idea that does not let you sleep

and you need to really really pursue it, that is when.

you start.But in general, MBA + a couple of years in a

startup will probably set you up nicely in terms of

exposure to start on your own
How was your learning experience at ISB? In

your opinion, is there any particular

advantage/disadvantage of a foreign MBA?

Whatever you learn in any MBA will be forgotten in

5-6 years after graduation. What is most valuable is

the friends network you build over there. And the

fact that you are opening your mind to learn

completely different subjects that you otherwise

would not have studied at all in your life.Don't go by

whether it is foreign or not. Focus on getting into a

top 10 college whether in India or abroad. 
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Can you share some key insights for building

a massive brand like yours? Would be of

immense help for everyone here.And any

book recommendation about marketing that

helped you along the way?

Positioning

Purple Cow

Inbound PR

Marketing is not at all about glamorous ad

campaigns, although they have their role to play

too.It is about being consistent with your messages,

day in and day out, and keeping your promises, and

converting your audience into being your

marketers.Books on marketing

1.

2.

3.

Hi Chaitanya, what is your personal views on

sleep and wellness? As you would have

definitely done a lot of research in these

areas, please tell us your views on health and

sleep in particular?

Sleep is super essential and most ignored aspect of

wellness. everyone talks about nutrition and fitness,

not about sleep. This is the third pillar.Our great

Indian sleep scorecard (published 4 years) with over

1 lakh Indians' sleep data shows that nearly 20% of

Indians are insomniacs. 7-8 hours of sleep, consistent

timings, bed time of about 11pm and avoidance of

caffeine and blue screens are great ways to start

Hi Chaitanya, what has been your biggest

learning been from failure across your myriad

entrepreneurial stints?

Listen to customers - both what they say and

what they DON"T say. Both important

Look for a large market size and have co-

founders whose time horizons are aligned

If your success depends on completely changing

user behaviour in that segment, budget for a

much longer runway

The first venture around online dating / matrimony

in the way we had built the product had a very small

market. Plus customers were saying something and

behaving in an altogether different way.The second

venture was an online community of women. It was

growing steadily and was going to turn a profit. But I

realised my heart was not in it. I was just doing it for

survival.Lessons:

1.

2.

3.

How did you position your product/s in the

initial days and how did you change your

strategy, basis the way it's positioned now?

Positioning for us was not a conscious decision. We

just worked hard to deliver a great product. That

organically evolved into our "positioning"Which is - a

great product at an affordable price

point.Something that ever middle class home loves

You mentioned one can do intelligent

marketing by finding innovative ways. What

were some cost-effective ways that worked

for you?

Example. In 2017 we did a campaign called

#OneIndiaOneWakefit. There were lot of news

articles back then which said PM Modi was sleeping

only 4-5 hours and so forth>So we said we will

collect messages of unity from across the country,

and along with the messages, we will send a

mattress to our PM. We got over 1000 messages of

unity, from all states, and got over 50+ news articles

about the campaign. It didn't cost us much to do

this.Second example is our sleep internship, one of

the most viral campaigns that India saw in 2020

Being bootstrapped, what are the major

challenges wrt scaling geographically,

primarily on the operational front - how did

you manage to do this?

We had no problems with scaling geographically

due to bootstrapping. We took low salaries and put

all the profits into the business.We are a digital

native brand, so we serviced all pin codes of India

from day one.
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With furniture being a commodity that

people like to customize as per their needs,

how do you ensure standardization (for scale)

while being customizable (for demand)?

You are right. We have found a balance of having the

right number of designs and at the same time

building scalable manufacturing processes at our

factories.But the answer does not need to be 1000

designs. It is a smaller number, that data shows.

Can you talk about how do you source

materials and set up the entire supply chain

for a D2C brand like Wakefit?

We source raw materials and packaging materials

from the manufacturers now. However when were

much smaller, we had to buy through distributors

and pay them a margin too.So short answer is that it

is a journey. You will learn how to source, who to

source from, and keep getting better at negotiating

rates.

 How do you tackle performance marketing

and reduce dependency on fb and Google?

They are two big pillars. But at the same time to

reduce dependency on them, we need to do a lot of

SEO and PR work that gives us organic and earned

presence. No shortcuts. Just a lot of hard work

Being the Co-Founder of Wakefit, how is your

work-life balance? Any tips on how you

balance health, work, and family?

A startup can be all consuming. But the risk is that

as a founder obsessing only about your venture you

can become unidimensional.The truth is, the more

time you have for reading, learning, spending time

with family, the more your brain comes up with

more creative ideas.Active switching off is also a

habit worth building. It will not come naturally

Any recruiting advice?

If you hire a team who is better than you, you will be

a startup of giants. If you hire a team who is worse

than you, you will be a startup of dwarves (not

physically, and no disrespect meant)Teach them

well enough that they can leave, but treat them well

enough that they won't leave

what it would take to get an internship at

wakefit for a college student ?

We release marketing, design, and of course sleep

internship from time to time. Please keep an eye

How did you deal with failure in your previous

startups? Any advice/lessons for young

professionals from that?

Some deal with failure by sharing and discussing

with mentors or with other founders.I deal with it by

internalising the lessons, learning by reading books

and then analysing deeply wherever possible.Find

your own way to deal with failure. Figure a way to be

resilient and not be put down by failures.


